Cultural diversity training in pharmacy education has evolved from standalone lectures to longitudinal courses, service-learning initiatives, rotation experiences and global health opportunities. Cultural competency frameworks have served as the scaffold for cultural diversity training, yet educators in other health care disciplines have called into question the utility of such frameworks and offered cultural humility as an alternative to foster development and lifelong learning. In order to implement and assess outcomes tied to cultural diversity successfully, this commentary discusses the five elements of culturally responsive teaching that will provide the tools necessary to integrate cultural humility across pharmacy curricula. In addition, we address how to approach faculty development to avoid common maladaptations in pedagogical movements and conclude with addressing the salient objectives to evaluate gains in student, institutional, and societal outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

The diversity of student pharmacists continues to increase, yet the diversity of faculty among schools and colleges of pharmacy has not matched such growth. As Chisholm emphasizes, a diverse environment in both the student body and faculty lends itself to cross-cultural training and cultural diversity opportunities, which leads to growth in professionalism. Furthermore, as many have discussed, the increasingly diverse population and the presence of drastic health disparities in the United States (US) not only warrants purposeful training of future pharmacists to meet the needs of their communities, but also predicates that faculty are trained to successfully prepare a culturally adept workforce.

Although the term “diversity” has been defined in several ways, pharmacy education has adopted definitions that are broad in scope. The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy (AACP) defines diversity in reference to student pharmacists as individuals “with backgrounds, perspectives, and experiences that reflect the diverse communities they serve” while the American College of Clinical Pharmacists (ACCP) advocates for diversity to encompass “not only race and ethnicity but also socioeconomic status, rural and urban background, age, gender, sexual orientation, ability level, and other life experiences.” For the context of this commentary, “cultural diversity,” adds another layer to the concept of diversity. Culture can be defined as a fluid, multivariable process “through which ordinary activities and conditions take on an emotional tone and a moral meaning” for individuals. Thus, the development of student pharmacists as culturally proficient clinicians should result in a workforce that embraces the context and uniqueness of the communities they serve.

The Accreditation Council for Pharmacy Education (ACPE), and other pharmacy related organizations like ACCP, the American Pharmacists Association (APhA), and American Society of Health-System Pharmacists (ASHP) have acknowledged and advocated for cultural diversity training for pharmacy students and current pharmacists. Unequivocally, pharmacy schools and colleges have attempted to achieve this in a myriad of ways; however, these previous approaches have demonstrated several shortcomings because they lack a strong conceptual framework to create transformative change. This commentary begins with a critique of the most commonly used approaches for incorporating cultural diversity into pharmacy education and offers a new approach for thinking about and addressing this important aspect of our changing profession.

Cultural Diversity Training in Pharmacy Education

The earliest calls for cultural diversity training in pharmacy began in the 1990s and initially emphasized the need for training the pharmacy workforce to provide “pharmaceutical care” to an ever-increasingly diverse population. This call largely translated the
pharmacists’ growing awareness for the need to develop a body of knowledge around alternative health beliefs and appropriate communication strategies for new cultural communities.16 ACPE soon recognized the importance of this skillset in graduating pharmacy students and began requiring a school’s pre-professional curriculum to address culturally diverse training, while the most recent standards require specific outcome data tied to our students’ recognition of social determinants of health and cultural awareness.12,17

In response, pharmacy educators initiated several approaches to incorporating cultural diversity concepts into their respective curricula. Early efforts included adding supplementary lectures to the curriculum on cultural diversity; whereas, others began creating semester-long courses that addressed issues of cultural diversity or integrating content throughout semester curricula.8,18-22 These piecemeal approaches focused primarily on providing content to students, so that they could become more culturally aware. However, these approaches proved to be problematic. While some efforts emphasized an anthropological approach to introducing culture, other approaches described conventional characteristics of races and/or ethnicities common in the US, which proved to be problematic in other health care disciplines.23,24

More recently, programs have recognized the importance of training students to engage in reflective inquiry when coming into contact with other racial and ethnic communities. For example, one pharmacy program aimed to achieve this by helping students use open-ended, explanatory models to gain insight into cultural experiences that may influence a patient’s health and well-being.20 Others have initiated service-learning opportunities within their programs, which are designed to enrich a student’s appreciation of civic, cultural, and social issues affecting the surrounding community.25,26 Still others attempt to achieve this by offering rotation opportunities and global health outreach to engage students in diverse cultural environments.27,28 These approaches have greater potential to be transformative because they compel students to consider the role of culture in health and treatment. Although efforts in service learning, rotational experiences, and global health training are honorable, the absence of a defined meaning of “global health” and disparities among pharmacy schools and colleges make it difficult to quantify the influence of these experiences on the cultural diversity development and appreciation of pharmacy students.27,29 Thus, from a broad perspective, our Academy has embraced a multifaceted approach to cultural diversity training, with an increased awareness that students need more than just content to understand the role of culture in health and well-being.

Cultural Diversity Frameworks in Pharmacy Education

To date, health sciences education has inexplicably linked cultural diversity training to issues of cultural competency, a link that is clearly seen in pharmacy education. The working definition of cultural competency has evolved over time; however, one of the most recent interpretations encompasses an appreciation for diverse beliefs, values and behaviors as a way to tailor patient care based on cultural, social and linguistic needs.30 The goal in using this framework is to develop students’ knowledge, skills, and attitudes that will help them reach a pinnacle of “cultural competency.”31-33 However, the critique that is often made in linking cultural competency and cultural diversity is that students are trained using a fixed body of knowledge, skills and attitudes that can be simply demonstrated.34 Using a cultural competency framework to support cultural diversity underemphasizes the importance of training students in a way that allows for cognitive flexibility that can be used in varying cultural contexts and communities.34

With respect to outcomes, many programs and the educational literature have tied cultural competency closely with health disparities. An unfortunate side effect of integrating cultural competency training with health disparities has resulted in health professional students relating terms linked to cultural diversity to negative experiences or outcomes.35 More importantly, concrete outcomes like the elimination of health disparities in the US, have not been demonstrated, nor have significant improvements been mentioned in the literature with current approaches. On the contrary, a recent analysis of data available through the National Center for Health Statistics from 1999 to 2016 indicated significantly higher mortality rates among non-Hispanic black men and women, and, although the trend had been downward, researchers have seen recent evidence of it trending upward.36

Clearly, reducing health disparities is multifaceted. However, in order to reverse the recent, troubling trends, cultural diversity training is a crucial component of improving patient care. In response to the critiques involving cultural competency, medical education has coined the term “cultural humility” to encompass a lifelong journey towards appreciating cultural diversity and encourages self-reflection among learners.34 Cultural humility has been described as an ideal approach to ensuring pharmacy students are adequately prepared for diverse communities because it emphasizes positionality and the relationship between the pharmacist and the community member.7 It emphasizes the practice of self-reflection and self-critique as part of a personal quality improvement
process as well as learning from patients, partnership-building with others, and a lifelong commitment to appreciating the cultural context in which patients live.\textsuperscript{37} In other words, pharmacists who practice using the principles of cultural humility would be acutely aware of the cultural dynamics and needs in their immediate community, would be able to adapt to an individual patient’s needs, and would be reflecting continuously on their interactions to improve patient outcomes.

However, the difficulty with adopting cultural humility in health care curricula, and in pharmacy education specifically, is a lack of tangible models or curricular structures to implement cultural humility curriculum and assess student growth in cultural humility either qualitatively or quantitatively. Although several disciplines have offered theoretical models to integrate cultural humility into curricula, such frameworks have yet to be implemented and evaluated for appreciable outcomes.\textsuperscript{37,38} This is in addition to the fact that cultural competency models emphasize tangible skills that remain crucial for student development as they become practicing pharmacists.

Adopting a blended model that incorporates cultural humility with cultural competency may afford students a well-balanced approach to cultural diversity training. Frameworks that rely on developing students’ cultural competency could focus on content and skill development while cultural humility has potential to serve as the scaffolding of the educational environment. This combined approach would allow for both student pharmacists and faculty to address the deeper constructs of cultural diversity and would provide the groundwork for professionals in all areas of health science education to develop the expected professional attitudes and behaviors.

**Culturally Responsive Teaching as a Bridge Between Frameworks**

If pharmacy education were to integrate cultural humility and cultural competency in the curriculum, the issue of faculty training must be addressed. Ultimately, success of this approach would hinge on a faculty member’s ability to tie these two constructs together. One solution is to frame faculty development using these principles that are embodied in “culturally responsive teaching,” in which educators teach “to and through cultural diversity.”\textsuperscript{39,40} In this approach, educators use students’ cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles to add both relevance to topics and infuse culture into the classroom.\textsuperscript{39} Research on the use of culturally responsive teaching has demonstrated marked improvements in classroom climate and student cultural humility; therefore, it may be a viable vehicle for implementing a blended approach to infusing curricula with cultural diversity.\textsuperscript{41-43} Thus, the appeal in adopting culturally responsive teaching as a pedagogy is its ability to address cultural diversity training of student pharmacists, improve school environments and conceivably reduce student achievement disparities.

Using culturally responsive teaching in a learning environment is comprised of five essential elements for educators to espouse: create opportunities for cultural socialization, adopt diverse teaching strategies to meet student needs, learn the cultural diversity of the classroom, develop culturally relevant curricula, and demonstrate cultural compassion.\textsuperscript{44} Cultural diversity educators in pharmacy education have demonstrated and championed the first two aspects of culturally responsive teaching, which is evidenced by the multitude of opportunities that students have available for cultural socialization with diverse communities.\textsuperscript{22,25-28,45} As an example, pharmacy educators who incorporate elements of community outreach, service-learning, or global health outreach into their courses have created an environment that lends itself to cultural socialization. Moreover, educators who have incorporated teaching strategies in the classroom that engage learners using technology, case studies, group exercises, etc., have provided several modalities for students to learn. The latter three elements, however, need to be explored further.

Research shows that pharmacy educators have difficulty implementing the third element: learning the cultural diversity of the class.\textsuperscript{46,47} For example, a survey that evaluated health care educators, including pharmacy educators, found that 70% of respondents reported a lack of training to teach culturally diverse students.\textsuperscript{47} In addition, pharmacy educators, especially those in basic sciences, may also struggle to develop culturally relevant curricula, the fourth element in culturally responsive teaching. Basic science faculty may contend that incorporating cultural content or creating opportunities for students to connect with the community may be beyond the scope of their courses. However, culturally relevant teaching has been successfully adopted by several STEM educators in secondary and higher education.\textsuperscript{48,49} As an example, introducing student pharmacists to the pharmacology of belladonna alkaloids by describing the ingredients used in “zombie’s cucumber” by Haitian voodoo priests provides opportunities to learn characteristics about the drugs and initiates fascinating discussions surrounding the Haitian culture.\textsuperscript{50} Thus, encouraging faculty in all disciplines to incorporate aspects of various cultures and ethnic groups can reinforce an institution’s commitment to cultural diversity training.
The final element of culturally responsive teaching requires a commitment from faculty to demonstrate cultural compassion. Typically, demonstrating cultural compassion requires faculty to model appropriate cultural interactions and behaviors when interacting with people from another culture. Findings in both medical and pharmacy education have demonstrated that interactions, informal messages, and treatment among students can be at odds with the formal cultural diversity training that institutions provide.\textsuperscript{43} Even worse, discriminatory comments made by faculty members can create unhealthy classroom environments and perpetuate the denigrating practice of not valuing diversity in a way that extends beyond the classroom.\textsuperscript{53} Efforts in higher education have largely been limited to online modules or “one-and-done” faculty development sessions.\textsuperscript{54} However, the impact of such comments and interactions underscore the importance and need for a strong faculty development effort.

**Faculty Perspectives on Cultural Diversity and Faculty Development**

From an implementation standpoint, training faculty to become culturally responsive educators begins with assessing faculty perspectives on cultural diversity.\textsuperscript{43} Sleeter indicates that faculty perspectives can vary from a deficit-oriented approach to an emancipatory one.\textsuperscript{43} A deficit-oriented approach posits that students’ backgrounds correlate with their achievement.\textsuperscript{43} For example, some educators may believe that students from diverse backgrounds are inhibited to achieving certain standards based on their upbringing. More specifically, an educator who adopts a deficit-oriented approach may expect Asian American students to perform well because their culture emphasizes academic excellence. This approach is fundamentally flawed and would not support the development of student pharmacists with respect to the four tenets of cultural humility or embody the five elements of culturally responsive teaching.

Structural approaches, on the other hand, seek to reduce organizational barriers to equalize opportunities for students.\textsuperscript{43} Educational opportunities and resources include ensuring students have access to a rigorous, well-instructed curriculum and consistent expectations.\textsuperscript{43} Our current process for training student pharmacists about cultural diversity is a structural-oriented approach. Culturally-related courses, service-learning, and global health initiatives provide culturally diverse experiences to student pharmacists across our Academy. Thus, an educator who adopts a structural approach would maximize resources dedicated to cultural diversity training and expect all students to achieve a particular level of competence. Although this approach may embrace aspects of cultural humility, concrete outcomes, like reductions in health disparities as discussed earlier, have yet to be realized.\textsuperscript{46}

Alternatively, educators who adopt an emancipatory approach celebrate student diversity and see it as an asset.\textsuperscript{43} In the context of pharmacy education, an educator who espouses an emancipatory approach would encourage students to first reflect on how their culture has played a role in their well-being and then would lead a discussion using student-generated experiences. An emancipatory approach is powerful because it emphasizes the four tenets of cultural humility that were previously described: self-reflecting/self-critiquing, learning from patients, creating a patient-practitioner partnership, and embracing a lifelong process.\textsuperscript{37} Additionally, this approach prepares educators to adopt culturally responsive teaching practices within their classrooms.\textsuperscript{43} Moving toward this approach would necessitate that faculty both embrace and adopt an emancipatory approach to education across the curriculum.

Designing robust training initiatives for faculty is crucial to meet our current diversity challenges in a way that is responsive to the changing demographics in the US. Standalone workshops have not demonstrated evidence reflecting changes in educators’ approaches and influencing particular student outcomes.\textsuperscript{55} Rather, well-defined faculty development programs must encompass “best practices.”\textsuperscript{55,56} One of the best forms of faculty development is known as “shadow coaching,” in which mentors support individual educators by providing feedback regularly in the classroom and encourage instructors to reflect and self-critique on their goals, teaching, and forms of assessment.\textsuperscript{43} Shadow coaching also involves groups of mentors and mentees meeting regularly as a part of this process to reflect collaboratively on their experiences and develop solutions to problems arising in their respective courses.\textsuperscript{43} It is the purposeful and targeted follow-up after ongoing faculty peer-observations that helps ensure that faculty implement effective teaching models, but also avoid maladaptation of key elements which could result in unintended variations of culturally responsive teaching.\textsuperscript{57}

Sources of mentors equipped to provide shadow coaching at a school or college of pharmacy include faculty who have pursued additional training in education, completing coursework through colleges or departments of education toward certificates or degrees. For example, many Doctor of Education programs offer concentrations in areas like curriculum or instruction that introduce educators to curricular theories that often include culturally responsive pedagogy.\textsuperscript{58}
In addition, pharmacy educators can reach out to university-wide institutions like centers for teaching and learning to request mentors who have been trained in culturally responsive teaching. From an evaluation perspective, the Teaching Multicultural Attitude Survey, the Multicultural Teaching Competency Scale, and culturally responsive teaching rubrics like those designed by Kea and Trent provide salient resources to augment culturally responsive strategies for faculty members.59-61

Student and Patient Outcomes

The final challenge in adopting culturally responsive teaching in our classrooms is to assess tangible outcomes on a curricular, institutional, and societal level. With respect to pharmacy curricula, student and peer evaluations, observations, and teaching portfolios can serve as evidence of pedagogical implementation. On a more granular level, improvements in student scores collectively and individual improvements in "at-risk" students should emerge because of the growing evidence that student achievement increases when educators embrace culturally responsive teaching practices.43 When considering school outcomes, assessing school climate is warranted. Collecting data from focus groups to evaluate cultural awareness of faculty and students will provide a baseline and ongoing data streams for assessment.52 By implementing the elements of culturally responsive pedagogy, pharmacy schools and colleges should observe reductions in culturally insensitive behavior among faculty and students.

Lastly, monitoring trends in health disparities through organizations like the National Center for Health Statistics and identifying declines in health disparities among marginalized patient populations is a long-term data set for our Academy to assess success with respect to culturally responsive teaching implementation. Pharmacy schools and colleges can also monitor and assess trends in local health disparity data provided by health departments. Even more, creating purposeful community-based research initiatives similar to recent endeavors described by Minkler will provide data sources to identify incremental changes in health disparities among our communities.62 These opportunities will inspire students, faculty, and administrators to boost efforts in training future pharmacists from a cultural humility perspective.

CONCLUSION

If we assume that our nation will continue to increase in diversity and if, as a profession, we value cultural competency among our pharmacy graduates, then schools and colleges of pharmacy must create and rely on a viable framework that will help us reach our goals. This commentary furthers the notion that if pharmacy schools and colleges invest in training faculty to use “culturally responsive teaching” methods, then, as a community, we would be able to instill the four tenets of cultural humility in our students and reach our collective goal of improving the educational learning environment for students while simultaneously working to reduce health disparities in the community.

As an Academy, we have an opportunity to provide leadership among the health care disciplines in creating a culturally sensitive and responsive workforce, but this requires that we consider new approaches and frameworks, some of which are drawn from other disciplines. Although the steps for successful implementation of faculty development, cultural humility, and culturally responsive teaching may seem arduous, the process must begin by positioning culture in the forefront of our educational efforts and providing the right frameworks to ensure we reach our goals.

### Table 1. Key Attributes of Cultural Competency and Cultural Humility31-34

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central Tenets</th>
<th>Cultural Competency</th>
<th>Cultural Humility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A sound educational foundation about diverse cultural and ethnic groups leads</td>
<td>A lifelong commitment to self-reflection and redressing power imbalances leads to patient-centered, culturally sound health care encounters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to culturally competent professionals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Develops personal awareness, knowledge, skills, comfort level, and attitudes toward care for culturally diverse patient populations</td>
<td>Develops personal awareness, flexibility, empathy, and mindfulness toward an interpersonal stance that is patient-centered in relation to aspects of personal and cultural identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Goal</td>
<td>Negotiate and restructure therapeutic plans based on the culturally diverse beliefs and behaviors of the patient</td>
<td>Relinquish a provider’s role as a cultural expert and adopt patient-centered interviewing to create a mutual therapeutic alliance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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